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This article explores mass attitudes toward unilateral presidential power. We argue that mass attitudes toward presidential power reflect evaluations of the current president as well as more fundamental conceptions about the nature of the office, which are rooted in beliefs about the rule of law. In four nationally representative surveys, we find low levels of support for unilateral powers, that these attitudes are stable over time, and that they are structured both by presidential approval and beliefs in the rule of law. In a fifth survey, we show that political context conditions support for unilateral power, and in a sixth we show that these attitudes are consequential for policy evaluation. Even during the Obama presidency, when presidential power is highly politicized, voters distinguish the president from the presidency. Our results have important implications for public opinion’s role in constraining the use of presidential power.

From America’s colonial origins until today, legal jurists, political theorists, and social commentators have debated the proper scope of executive power. On January 3, 1848, the US House voted to censure President Polk for “unnecessarily and unconstitutionally” starting the Mexican War by provoking hostilities on American soil (Fisher 2010). Over a century later, the Washington Post predicted that President Truman’s seizure of the steel industry in April 1952 would “go down in history as one of the most high-handed acts committed by an American president.” And in 2014, the House of Representatives voted to authorize Speaker John Boehner to sue President Obama for overstepping his constitutional authority in delaying the employer mandate in the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010. The contentious nature of unilateral executive power is unsurprising given the origins of the office. The debates of the Founders revealed a stark divide between “a definition of executive power more consistent with the royal prerogative of Britain than with the republican principles of the Constitution” (Rakove 2009, 172).

Despite wide scholarly interest in the constitutional origins of unilateral authority (e.g., Bailey 2008), increases in presidential influence during the modern era (e.g., Lowi 1986; Moe 1985) and the conditions under which presidents exercise unilateral powers (e.g., Howell 2003), we know little about the public’s attitudes toward the unilateral tools of presidential power. Debates over the use of unilateral powers have generally focused on the president’s authority to take particular actions, and mass attitudes toward presidential power reflect the public’s grant of authority to the president. The public’s acceptance of a president’s unilateral prerogatives thus indicates the legitimacy of those actions (Easton 1975).

How do Americans view presidential power? One line of argument suggests that voters are agnostic toward political processes; another suggests that attitudes toward power are subsumed by presidential approval. We argue that the first explanation is incorrect, and the second is incomplete. Building on previous research that studies public opinion toward other political institutions such as Congress (Hibbing and Theiss-Morse 1996; Smith and Park 2013) and the courts (Caldeira and Gibson 1992; Gibson and Caldeira 2009), we propose that attitudes toward presidential power are shaped both by short-term factors, including presidential popularity,
and more enduring core democratic values including the belief in the rule of law. We further argue that public support for presidential power varies across the context in which it is exercised.

We present data from five nationally representative surveys conducted between 2013 and 2015 to study Americans’ attitudes toward presidential power. We find that support for unilateral powers reflects respondents’ evaluations of the president in office and their beliefs in the rule of law. These results are consistent across three types of unilateral powers and in five surveys despite varying levels of politicization of presidential power during this time. We also show that support for unilateral power is strongly conditioned by the context in which it is exercised, as the public is substantially more supportive in matters of national security and when Congress is unwilling to act. Finally, in a sixth nationally survey, we show that attitudes toward unilateral power influence Americans’ evaluations of the policies that are achieved through their use. These findings shed new light on the authority the public vests in the presidency and how the public views the distribution of power across the branches of government.

**THE PUBLIC’S SUPPORT FOR UNILATERAL POWERS**

Ambivalence is a defining characteristic of attitudes toward executive power in the United States (Mansfield 1989). The public simultaneously wants their presidents to “act within the constraints of the office and duly recognize the authority” of the other branches yet at the same time “break constitutional rules and find ways to exercise their will” when confronted with pushback (Howell 2013, 106). This tension exists against the backdrop of presidents laying claim to an expanded set of tools to address the nation’s issues (Lowi 1986; Moe 1985) as the public holds presidents accountable for a wide range of outcomes that occur under their watch (Achen and Bartels 2002; Cohen 1999; Gasper and Reeves 2011; Healy and Malhotra 2009; Kriner and Reeves 2012; Reeves 2011). We consider the extent to which this tension is reflected in the attitudes that citizens have toward the institutions of presidential power.

As a starting point, it is not clear that the public holds distinct and meaningful attitudes about presidential powers. Most theories of political behavior leave little room for attitudes about political processes. Citizens operate in low-information environments and use heuristics to make decisions about issues and candidates (Popkin 1994). They are hard-pressed to identify their elected officials, much less the details of specific policies (Delli Carpini and Keeter 1996). While voters may pay passing attention to wars, presidential campaigns, or the state of their pocketbooks, it is hopeless, some argue, that they will take note of process. Summarizing this nonattitudes perspective, Smith and Park (2013) note that: “The conventional wisdom is that Americans do not care much about procedural matters....” Politicians and journalists share this perspective. Former Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi conjectured that “the American people don’t care about process.” Writing shortly after President Obama promised myriad unilateral actions in his 2014 State of the Union Address, political bloggers at the Washington Post promptly dismissed the possibility of public outcry against these actions. No popular backlash would follow from the president’s promise to raise the federal minimum wage through a unilateral executive order because “executive orders are about process. It’s a means of making public policy. And the public is largely unmoved by insider-y process stories despite the attention they get in DC.” This perspective suggests that the public’s attitudes toward presidential power are largely devoid of meaningful content.

We identify two other theoretical perspectives from which voters may form attitudes toward presidential power. The first perspective suggests that attitudes toward unilateral authority reflect the public’s evaluation of the president then in office. A second perspective suggests that attitudes toward unilateral authority derive from the public’s conception of the office of the presidency itself. In combination, these two perspectives suggest that both public evaluations of the current president and more foundational attitudes about the presidency as an institution affect how the public views unilateral powers.

**PERSONAL SOURCES OF SUPPORT FOR UNILATERAL POWERS**

While the nonattitudes perspective rejects the notion that citizens have well-formed and distinct attitudes toward the procedure of politics, attitudes toward unilateral power may reflect the public’s reliance on cues such as partisanship and presidential approval (e.g., Zaller 1992). This perspective
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3. In drawing a comparison between the executive branch and the legislative and judicial branches, it is important to note the uniqueness of the institution of the presidency as being led by a single prominent individual. This makes the existence of attitudes toward the institution even more notable.


suggests that whether a voter approves of a particular policy instrument is determined by their approval of the politician taking the action, which is in turn largely a function of partisanship. Voters use their assessment of the president to guide their decisions about whether to vote for the president’s copartisans in congressional elections (Campbell 1997; Kernell 1977; Tufte 1975), support the president’s policy initiatives (Page and Shapiro 1985), or approve of the president’s policy accomplishments (Kriner and Reeves 2014). This perspective also helps explain why partisans often disagree about how responsible presidents are for economic outcomes (Gomez and Wilson 2003; Rudolph 2003; Tilley and Hobolt 2011), wars (Gaines et al. 2007), and responses to natural disasters (Malhotra and Kuo 2008). Given these findings, citizens who approve of the president may be more likely to support the president’s use of unilateral tools.

Other research, however, presents evidence that suggests individuals have distinct attitudes about these powers themselves and are derived from how the public views the office of the presidency. For instance, scholarship on Congress (Hibbing and Theiss-Morse 1996) and the Supreme Court (Caldeira and Gibson 1992; Gibson and Caldeira 2009) shows that the public’s evaluations of those institutions tend to differ from their assessments of the individuals who occupy those institutions. Thus, the public’s attitudes about unilateral powers may also depend on more deeply rooted assessments about the nature of the institution of the presidency.

INSTITUTIONAL SOURCES OF SUPPORT FOR UNILATERAL POWERS

Do citizens distinguish the person who inhabits the White House from the institution of the presidency? Citizens do not simply evaluate the Supreme Court based on their impressions of Chief Justice John Roberts, nor do their attitudes about their congressional representative directly map on to their assessment of Congress as a whole. Scholarship on attitudes toward Congress and the courts advances various arguments to explain why attitudes toward individual officeholders differ from attitudes toward the office itself, but this research agrees that the public employs different considerations when evaluating political institutions and the individuals that comprise them. According to Easton (1975), the public’s support for an institution— as apart from the individuals inhabiting those institutions—is an important measure of that institution’s legitimacy. In the context of presidential power, public attitudes toward those powers serve as indicator of the public’s acceptance of those powers even when they are wielded to achieve policy goals the public does not personally support.

Most citizens are not experts in the president’s constitutional powers. However, we argue that the public holds fundamental conceptions of the president’s role in the American system of government that are structured by democratic norms and values. While voters may have little in the way of structured ideologies (Converse 1964), they do possess core beliefs that in turn structure political attitudes (Feldman 1988; Goren 2001; Jacoby 2006; McClosky 1964). As Feldman (1988, 417) argues, “People may not view the world in ideological terms but they do have political attitudes, beliefs, and preferences that need to be explained.” These core values influence citizens’ basic ideas about the structure of government. Even in the absence of specific knowledge about the details and mechanics of the tools of unilateral action, core values shape citizens’ assessments about the acceptability of unilateral authority. Scholarship has found core democratic values such as egalitarianism, tolerance, and support for minority rights to be strong predictors of attitudes toward specific policies (Feldman 1988), political procedures (Smith and Park 2013), and political institutions such as the Supreme Court (Caldeira and Gibson 1992; Gibson and Caldeira 2009).

We argue that attitudes toward presidential power are rooted in core values about deference to and obedience of the rule of law. According to O’Donnell (2006, 3), the rule of law “ensures political rights, civil liberties, and mechanisms of accountability which in turn affirm the political equality of all citizens and constrain potential abuses of state power.” The rule of law is an especially important principle in democratic systems because, as Gibson (2007, 593) writes, “a primary function of the rule of law is to impede tyranny.” In a system where authority is both shared and separated across the branches of government, increases in a president’s unilateral authority reduces the authority of

6. Another possibility is that presidential approval could be responsive to the use of presidential power. Given the preeminence of partisan identification in American political behavior and the subordinate role of political process, we suspect that this is unlikely but do not specifically address the possibility in our analyses.

7. Other research on attitudes toward congressional procedures find that the public’s attitudes toward the Senate filibuster are strongly associated with the partisan alignment between voters and the Senate majority party (Smith and Park 2013) and the policy for which the filibuster is used (Doherty, forthcoming).

8. This sentiment dates back much earlier in American history. For instance, Tocqueville ([1840] 1963) argued that American identity is rooted in widespread public agreement on a common set of core values, and Hartz (1955, 9) attributed “many of the most peculiar American cultural phenomena” to a “fixed, dogmatic liberalism” and “the national acceptance of the Lockian creed.”
other adjoining branches. The rule of law is especially relevant for characterizing views toward unilateral powers, as scholarship on American political thought has often viewed executive prerogative “as a disturbing anomaly in a normally rule-bound system of government” (Fatovic 2004). Support for the rule of law comes into conflict with support for executive power, as individuals with strong commitments to the rule of law are likely to perceive a president’s use of unilateral authority as inconsistent with the president’s role in a democratic system. Strong beliefs in the rule of law are associated with a view that “neither citizens nor leaders are free to act in any way they please” (Gibson 2007, 594), and so these individuals may balk, despite their political predispositions, toward unilateral presidential powers. Strong believers in the rule of law are more likely to view laws as inviolable and see the exercise of unilateral executive powers as a violation of the political order.

Though we argue that attitudes toward unilateral powers are structured by presidential approval and belief in the rule of law, support for unilateral power may also be shaped by the context in which presidents act. Presidents do not exercise their powers within a vacuum. The contextual environment (e.g., a particular policy area or actions by another actor) shapes levels of public demand for presidential action, and context may also shape the public’s support for the president’s powers. For instance, the public may be more supportive of unilateral action in issues of national security, an area where American presidents have particular sway. According to Bryce ([1888] 1995, 48–49), the authority of the president “expands with portentous speed” during war, because “immense responsibility is then thrown on one who is both the commander in chief and the head of the civil executive.” Previous research has found that wars and foreign crises often induce a “rally-around-the-flag” effect (Mueller 1973), thus exalting the president in the public’s eye.

Our argument further implies that differences in public support for unilateral powers across various contexts result from a slackening of the constraints on unilateral powers. For instance, the public could be more supportive of unilateral action in national security matters because the rule of law is less binding in such matters. Indeed, this is an articulation offered by Locke and Hamilton in favor of vesting executives with emergency powers. For instance, Locke’s theory of executive prerogative argued that “it is fit that the laws themselves should in some cases given way to the executive power” ([1690] 2003, 375). Thus, we expect that overall support for unilateral powers and the importance of the factors that shape these attitudes vary across contexts.

MEASURING SUPPORT FOR UNILATERAL POWERS

To evaluate public attitudes toward unilateral powers we conducted four nationally representative surveys with US adult citizens in November 2013, January 2014, May 2014, and January 2015. The November 2013 survey was conducted as part of the 2013 Cooperative Congressional Election Study (CCES) and included 1,000 respondents. The January 2014, May 2014, and January 2015 surveys were conducted as part of The American Panel Study (TAPS), a monthly panel survey administered to approximately 1,700 respondents.

We measured our dependent variable with three survey instruments that capture three types of unilateral powers. In doing so, we abstracted away from the specific terminology (e.g., executive order, presidential memorandum) that accompanies these unilateral tools to avoid the framing effects found when studying attitudes toward political institutions and the power they exercise (Nicholson 2012). Instead, we presented respondents with statements that described the practical consequences of a president’s use of these tools and asked them to indicate their level of agreement with respect to “the office of the presidency and not any particular president.” The statements asked about unilateral policy making, judicial appointments, and bureaucratic implementation, and read, respectively:

- A president should have the right to enact policies without having those policies voted on by Congress.
- The president should be able to appoint judges of his choosing regardless of whether the US Senate agrees with his selections.
- A president should have the authority to decide how executive agencies will implement bills passed by Congress.

Each of these survey instruments addresses a prominent aspect of unilateral executive power and bears on a pres-
ident’s relation with each of the three branches of government. Most scholarship and popular discussion around presidential power focuses on the issues raised by the unilateral policy-making question, which concerns a president’s ability to make policy directly. Using tools such as the executive order, the courts have recognized the president’s authority to create new policies that carry the force of law. Presidents influence judicial decision making primarily through the judges they appoint, and recent scholarship focuses on how presidents use recess appointments to appoint nominees that may otherwise not have received Senate confirmation (Black et al. 2007; Hogue 2004). As head of the executive branch, presidents have the opportunity to influence how policy is implemented by directing agency behavior and issuing directives and memoranda (e.g., Lowande 2014).

Table 1 presents the overall percentages of respondents in each survey who supported each unilateral tool.14 Several patterns are apparent. First, support for unilateral action in each of these surveys is limited. Only about a quarter of respondents in any of the surveys supported unilateral policy making, ranging from a low of 23.2% in the January 2014 survey to a high of 27.7% in the January 2015 survey. Support for a president’s ability to issue unilateral judicial appointments is only marginally higher and ranged from 26.7% (in May 2014) to 33.2% (in November 2013). Respondents showed significantly greater support for a president’s ability to direct bureaucratic implementation of policy; between 53.7% (November 2013) and 58.8% (May 2014) supported this tool. Consistent with the institutional perspective described above, the public may recognize the president as the head of the executive branch and are thus more inclined to support a president’s ability to direct the bureaucracy than they are to endorse tools that bear upon other branches of government.

Second, the tables also show that support for unilateral powers is stable over time. Aggregate levels of support for each of these powers varied by no more than 4 percentage points from one survey to the next. In contrast, as the bottom row shows, presidential approval was considerably more variable. For instance, the president’s approval rating increased by nearly 10 percentage points between November 2013 and January 2014 and then decreased by 7 percentage points between January 2014 and May 2014.15

In addition, attitudes toward unilateral powers are distinct from evaluations of the president. Significantly larger percentages of respondents approved of the president’s job performance compared with the percentages of respondents who supported unilateral policy formation and unilateral judicial appointments. At the same time, support for a president’s power to direct bureaucratic policy implementation was much higher than presidential approval. These patterns are consistent across each of the four surveys and suggest that approval of the president is not synonymous with support for the president’s powers.

Attitudes toward unilateral powers do not simply reflect differences in how respondents evaluated the president. Table 2 displays differences in support for unilateral powers among respondents who approved and disapproved of the president’s performance. As the top panel indicates, while respondents who disapproved of the president were strongly opposed to unilateral policy making, in no survey did a majority of approvers express support for unilateral policy making. Similarly, majorities of respondents who approved of the president were also generally opposed to unilateral judicial appointments, with the exception of the November 2013 survey in which a small majority (54.3%) of approvers supported this power. Across these two tools of unilateral action, citizens who approved of the president’s job performance provided only lukewarm support for presidential performance. As the bottom panel of table 2 shows, both approvers and disapprovers were substantially more supportive of bureaucratic implementation powers, though approvers granted significantly higher levels of support for this power than disapprovers.

These results suggest that there is more consensus over the use of unilateral powers than there is for the president himself. Additionally, large portions of the public are skeptical about—if not outright opposed to—the president’s unilateral prerogatives. We also find that attitudes toward unilateral action are quite stable over time. For instance, among TAPS panelists who participated in both the January and May waves, 75% or more provided the same response to each of our survey questions in both waves. Far from being “nonattitudes” (Converse 1964; Zaller 1992), the data collected from these surveys capture stable and meaningful attitudes toward presidential power. We now assess the correlates of these attitudes in greater detail.

THE STRUCTURE OF ATTITUDES TOWARD UNILATERAL POWERS

We model attitudes toward each measure of unilateral power, measured as a binary indicator of support, using a logistic regression model and as a function of presidential approval and beliefs in the rule of law. Presidential approval is measured with a 4-point scale that ranges from strongly

14. These data are weighted to national population parameters.
15. These aggregate approval ratings are consistent with those registered by the Gallup polls during the same time periods.
disapprove (1) to strongly approve (4). As approval increases, we expect that individuals will be more likely to support unilateral action. We measured beliefs in the rule of law with a standard five-item battery that is commonly found in the literature. Scaling these variables generates a measure of support for the rule of law ranging from 1 to 4 with low values indicating weak beliefs in the rule of law. As previous studies have found, Americans have a high appreciation for the rule of law. Beliefs in the rule of law are also highly stable over time. Studying attitudes toward the rule of law from 1995 to 2005, Gibson (2007, 604) reports that “Americans have remained relatively steadfast in their commitments to the rule of law” even as terrorism and American engagement in war reshaped many other political priorities. We also find strong correlations in our measure of the rule of law when comparing responses from the same individuals collected more than a year apart. As we have previously described, we expect that individuals with stronger beliefs in the rule of law will be less supportive of unilateral action.

We also allow that political ideology may influence attitudes, though we have conflicting expectations because of conservative ambivalence toward executive power (for an overview of this ambivalence see Zelizer [2008]). For ideology, we include a 7-point scale running from very conservative (1) to very liberal (7). Though ideology may capture underlying attitudes toward executive power with conservatives more positively viewing executive power than liberals, we suspect that it further measures partisan predispositions toward the president. Indeed, ideology is correlated highly with both partisanship and presidential approval. Thus, in our main models we include presidential approval instead of partisanship, but our substantive findings are the same when we include partisanship, when including partisanship and approval and when we include partisanship and ideology. We have weighted all models to national population parameters. Because our findings are substantively the same across surveys, we present results using the November 2013 CCES. Full results from each of these surveys and substantive interpretations are included in the appendix, available online.

Table 3 presents the results of these models. There is strong evidence that views toward these executive powers are shaped by approval of the president. Individuals who approve of the president at higher levels are also more likely to support the president’s power to enact policy unilaterally, appoint judges, and direct bureaucracies without congressional assent. The influence of presidential approval is present and influential in attitudes toward presidential power during the Obama administration.

While presidential approval is an important determinant of attitudes toward unilateral power, it is not the lone determinant. Attitudes toward executive action are also structured by core beliefs toward the rule of law. As individuals come to view law as inviolable, they oppose unilateral action regardless of their approval of the president. As table 3 shows, the coefficients for the rule of law are negative and statistically significant, indicating that individuals with strong commitments to the rule of law were less supportive of unilateral powers. Views toward the rule of law are a persistent and influential force in determining attitudes toward the levers that presidents have at their disposal. Even as presidential power became increasingly politicized during the Obama administration, core values acted consistently and independently from presidential approval in shaping citizens’ views toward unilateral powers.

16. These questions are listed in the appendix.
17. The Cronbach’s alpha for this scale was high, ranging between 0.75 and 0.80.
18. See also Gibson and Nelson (2015).
19. For our TAPS panels, the mean score for belief in the rule of law is 3.8; for our CCES sample, the mean is 3.1.
20. Using the November 2013 CCES data, e.g., the correlation between ideology and a 7-point scale of party identification is 0.64, and the correlation between ideology and approval was 0.57.
Table 2. A Comparison of Support for Unilateral Powers between Presidential Approvers and Disapprovers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>November 2013</th>
<th>January 2014</th>
<th>May 2014</th>
<th>January 2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percent support for unilateral policy making:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approvers</td>
<td>41.8</td>
<td>37.6</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>46.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disapprovers</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>13.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent support for judicial appointments:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approvers</td>
<td>54.3</td>
<td>43.0</td>
<td>39.3</td>
<td>44.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disapprovers</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>16.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent support for bureaucratic implementation:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approvers</td>
<td>77.0</td>
<td>79.7</td>
<td>83.3</td>
<td>77.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disapprovers</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>39.8</td>
<td>40.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Entries are in percentage points.

Figure 1 provides substantive interpretations of the results shown in table 3 by displaying the predicted probability of supporting unilateral policy making (column 1), appointing judges (column 2), and bureaucratic implementation (column 3) as a function of increases in presidential approval (row 1) and beliefs in the rule of law (row 2). Simulated confidence intervals (CIs) are generated around each estimate. The figure shows that increased presidential approval is associated with greater support for unilateral actions, while increased commitments to the rule of law is associated with lower support. For instance, consider the relationship between presidential approval and support for unilateral policy making. Moving from strongly disapproving to somewhat approving of the president, which is equivalent to moving from one standard deviation below the mean level of presidential approval to one standard deviation above, is associated with a .28 increase (95% CI: .22 to .34) in the probability of supporting unilateral policy making. When it comes to appointing judges regardless of Senate confirmation, presidential approval is again associated with higher levels of support. Moving from strongly disapproving to somewhat approving of the president yields a .39 increase (95% CI: .32 to .45) in the probability of support. Moving again from strongly disapproving to somewhat approving yields a .41 increase (95% CI: .33 to .49) in the probability of support for directing bureaucratic implementation.

As figure 1 shows, however, increased commitment to the rule of law is associated with a significant decrease in support for unilateral powers. When the belief in the rule of law increases from one standard deviation below the mean to one standard deviation above the mean, the probability of supporting unilateral policy making decreases by .15 (95% CI: -.10 to -.20). Stronger beliefs in the rule of law are also associated with decreased support for unilateral judicial appointments. Increasing commitment to the rule of law from a standard deviation below the mean to a standard deviation above the mean decreased the probability of supporting unilateral judicial appointments by -.10 (95% CI: -.07 to -.17). Finally, we find the same patterns when examining support for a president’s prerogative to direct agency implementation of policy: increased commitment to the rule of law is associated with decreased support for these powers. The probability of supporting a president’s ability to direct bureaucratic implementation of policy decreased by 15 percentage points (95% CI: -.08 to -.22) when commitment to the rule of law increased from one standard deviation below the mean to a standard deviation above the mean.

The findings presented above are robust to a wide range of robustness checks. For each of our three dependent variables, we estimated models that included both party identification and approval (but not ideology), party identification (but not approval or ideology), and party identification and approval (but not ideology). We also estimated models that replaced the survey weights with covariate adjustment using demographic controls including income, sex, race and ethnicity, and education. In another set of analyses, we modeled the dependent variable as a four-point scale instead of a bivariate indicator of support for unilateral powers and analyzed it using a least squares model. Using the TAPS data, we also estimated models in which we included a measure of political knowledge based on a 15-item scale (unfortunately, knowledge measures were not available for the CCES data). The results from all of these robustness checks produced substantively similar results to those presented in the main text.

21. The figures were generated using software created by Imai, King, and Lau (2009).
The results shown here provide support that voters bring both a personal and institutional lens to bear when they evaluate unilateral powers. Attitudes toward the president are strongly associated with support for the power that person should wield. Citizens’ core democratic commitments to the rule of law also play an important role in structuring public attitudes toward unilateral power. These results are consistent across all four surveys administered throughout 2013, 2014, and 2015.

**POLITICAL CONTEXT AND ATTITUDES TOWARD UNILATERAL POWERS**

We now turn to examine how support for unilateral powers varies across contexts and whether the relative constraints of beliefs toward the rule of law diminish across various contexts in which the public may have principled reasons for desiring greater unilateral actions from presidents. In addition to national security, a context we described above, we also studied how support for unilateral action varied across two other contexts. Public support for presidential power could also depend on the policy making capacities of other political actors. The public desires responsive government, and gridlock has the potential to frustrate agendas that the public supports. Gridlock in Congress tends to reduce public evaluations of that institution (Ramirez 2009), and thus the public may be more willing to support a president’s use of his powers to overcome legislative inaction. Linz (1990) identifies precisely these incentives in his critique of presidentialism, arguing that gridlock leads to unilateralism, which thus circumvents normal constitutional processes. Attitudes toward unilateral action could also depend upon the importance the president attaches to a particular issue. Previous research has found that the presidents may be able to increase the salience of and public support for the policies they prioritize (Canes-Wrone 2006; Kernels 2006), and other research on presidential mandates suggests that the public may be more supportive of unilateral action on an issue important to the president (e.g., Edwards 1989; Peterson et al. 2003).

To investigate the role of context, we embedded a survey experiment in a survey administered in September 2014 by Survey Sampling International (SSI). Each respondent was assigned to either the control group (who received the standard question prompt we asked in the four earlier surveys) or one of three treatment groups and received one of the following prompts:

- When a president feels strongly about an issue, he should have the right to enact policies without having those policies voted on by Congress.
- When Congress will not act, a president should have the right to enact policies without having those policies voted on by Congress.
- In matters of national security, a president should have the right to enact policies without having those policies voted on by Congress.

Each respondent was then asked whether they agreed with the statement.

We again use logistic regression to model support for unilateral power as a function of presidential approval, belief in the rule of law, and ideology. Additionally, we interact belief in

Table 3. A Model of Support for Unilateral Powers: Unilateral Policy Making, Bureaucratic Implementation, and Judicial Appointments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Unilateral Policy Making</th>
<th>Bureaucratic Implementation</th>
<th>Judicial Appointments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>−.84</td>
<td>−.43</td>
<td>−1.98*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belief in rule of law</td>
<td>−.72*</td>
<td>−.48*</td>
<td>−.41*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presidential approval</td>
<td>.79*</td>
<td>.83*</td>
<td>.95*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ideology</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>909</td>
<td>909</td>
<td>909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>logL</td>
<td>−436.87</td>
<td>−530.59</td>
<td>−470.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Presidential approval positively and beliefs in rule of law negatively influence attitudes toward executive power. Results from a logistic regression model where the dependent variable is a binary indicator of support for a unilateral power (in each column). Cases are weighted to reflect characteristics of the general population based on census estimates. Entries are logistic regression coefficients with standard errors in parentheses.

* Indicates significance at $p < .05$. 
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the rule of law with each of the treatments to assess the extent to which the effect of core values depends on the context. To make the constituent terms more easily understandable, we standardized the rule of law measure so that it has a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one. The results are shown in table 4. To examine how support for unilateral action varies across conditions, we included indicators for each of the three treatment groups. To the extent the public is more supportive of unilateral action under these contexts, we expect these coefficients to be positive. Consistent with the earlier models, we again find that presidential approval and belief in the rule of law are significantly related to support for unilateral action across all conditions.

We also find that respondents granted stronger support for unilateral power in some contexts than in others. The coefficients for the different treatments in table 4 show that both congressional inaction and matters of national security allow for higher levels of approval of unilateral actions. Figure 2 presents the substantive interpretations of these coefficients. The plot shows the predicted probability of support for unilateral action in each context, while all other independent variables are held constant. The points represent the predicted probabilities, and the vertical lines are the simulated 95% confidence intervals. We find that when presidents justify their unilateral actions based on “feeling strongly” about an issue, the public is unmoved compared to the control condition. While the probability of supporting unilateral action in the control condition is .29 (95% CI: .24 to .34), it was .28 (95% CI: .24 to .34) in the condition where the president felt strongly about the issue.
But in contexts where presidents exercise power because “Congress won’t act,” respondents are more supportive of unilateral action with approval increasing to .49 (95% CI: .44 to .55). Likewise, when the unilateral action was related to national security, approval similarly increased to .54 (95% CI: .49 to .59). Both of these conditions showed significant increases over the control suggesting that context is an important determinant of how the public perceives unilateral action.

Finally, table 4 allows us to explore a potential explanation for these findings; namely, that checks on presidential power slacken and tighten depending on the particular context. The terms exploring the interactions between attitudes toward the rule of law and the treatments in table 4 suggest precisely this. While across treatments the rule of law lessens support of unilateral action, the effect of beliefs in the rule of law in the rule of law is attenuated in the case when Congress won’t act and when national security is at stake. Thus, these results provide further evidence for the centrality of Americans’ core democratic values in shaping their beliefs about the proper distribution of power across the political system and, at the same time, suggest that the importance of these values varies across the context in which power is exercised.

ATTITUDES TOWARD UNILATERAL POWERS AND EVALUATIONS OF POLICY

Does an individual’s attitude toward unilateral power influence how that person evaluates the specific policies achieved through those means? We have so far established that public attitudes toward executive power are shaped by beliefs in core democratic values and the context in which power is exercised in addition to views toward the president currently in office. The political importance of these attitudes is greater still if the public’s evaluations of policies implemented through unilateral means are shaped by their views toward presidential power. To examine this question, we consider how attitudes toward presidential power shape approval of two unilateral actions taken by President Obama in the areas of immigration and gun control.

We analyze data from an Economist/YouGov survey of 1,000 respondents that was fielded from February 1 to 3, 2015. This survey asked respondents their approval of two high-profile executive actions by President Obama on politically salient topics. The first was a presidential memorandum that directed the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) to research the causes and prevention of gun violence and was one of the 23 executive actions Obama
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Table 4. Model of Support for Unilateral Executive Action in Different Contexts: Evidence from a Survey Experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variables</th>
<th>Coefficients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>3.32*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>President feels strongly</td>
<td>-.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congress won’t act</td>
<td>.85*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National security at issue</td>
<td>1.04*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belief in rule of law (centered)</td>
<td>-.95*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presidential approval</td>
<td>.82*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ideology</td>
<td>.18*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>President feels strongly × Belief in rule of law</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congress won’t act × Belief in rule of law</td>
<td>.51*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National security at issue × Belief in rule of law</td>
<td>.35*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N: 1,956
logL: -899.68

Note. Dependent variable is support for unilateral policy making and results are from a logit regression model. For ease of interpretation, we standardize the measure of beliefs in the rule of law by centering it. Standard errors in parentheses.
* Indicates significance at p < .05.
initiated on gun issues in January 2013 in the aftermath of the Sandy Hook school shooting. The second was a directive issued by Obama in 2012 to the Secretary of the Department of Homeland Security, instructing the department to initiate the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) program.

Respondents’ binary evaluations of these executive actions are our dependent variable. Specifically, respondents were asked: Do you approve or disapprove of the executive order that . . .

- Directed the Centers for Disease Control to research the causes and prevention of gun violence.
- Deferred deportation hearings for illegal immigrants who were brought into this country before they were 16 years old, have lived in the United States for at least 5 years, must be younger than 30, and have graduated from high school in the United States or served in the US military.

We examine whether respondents’ evaluations of these executive actions are influenced by both their approval of Obama and attitudes toward presidential power. Presidential approval is measured using a 4-point scale ranging from strongly disapprove (1) to strongly approve (4). We measure attitudes toward presidential power examining whether respondents “approve or disapprove Presidents using executive orders.” This question refers to presidents generally as opposed to ‘the President’ or ‘President Obama’ and is measured on a 4-point scale with higher values indicating greater opposition to the use of executive orders. Though the language of this question differs from the question we asked about unilateral power on the CCES, TAPS, and SSI surveys, it measures the same underlying concept. If attitudes toward presidential power affect how citizens evaluate policies that are achieved through the use of unilateral action, we expect the coefficient for this variable to be negative. Though some respondents may be uncertain about what executive orders are, this is likely to introduce measurement error so that it would be more difficult to identify the true relationship.

Because respondents’ underlying levels of support for particular policies may confound the relationship between our key independent variables and the outcome, we also include a measure of respondents’ policy views. We measure respondents’ views toward immigration policies using their responses to the question: “Do you support or oppose creating a path to US citizenship for illegal immigrant children who are brought into the country through no fault of their own?” Responses are measured on a 4-point scale, ranging from “strongly oppose” to “strongly support.” While we do not have a measure of respondents’ attitudes on gun control, we proxy this with ideology, which is measured on a 5-point scale that ranges from “very conservative” (1) to “very liberal” (5). Gun control policies have been highly salient in recent years, with conservatives [liberals] generally opposing [supporting] policies that limit access to guns, and thus we expect that more conservative respondents would be less likely to support researching gun violence. By including these indicators for policy preferences and ideology, we examine how respondents’ general orientation toward unilateral power affects their evaluations of the policies that Obama created through unilateral action even while controlling for respondents’ underlying views on these policy areas.

Table 5 presents a model of approval of Obama’s executive actions as a function of presidential approval, attitudes toward executive power, and ideology. Results are from logistic regressions, and the data are weighted to national population parameters. The results are consistent across both issues. Support for Obama’s actions on gun violence and immigration are positively associated with presidential approval, but greater opposition to executive orders reduced respondents’ evaluations of these actions. These coefficients are statistically significant in both models. In the case of the immigration executive action, we find these results even when


24. As the discussion above indicates, these actions were actually not technically executive orders but rather executive actions more broadly. Given the tendency for politicians and the media to conflate executive orders with other forms of executive action, this mischaracterization is unlikely to have affected survey responses.

25. In the previous analyses, we demonstrated that attitudes toward unilateral powers were a function of core beliefs about the rule of law. While we lack a measure of rule of law in the YouGov sample, our previous analyses justifies its use while controlling for presidential approval.
controlling for both ideology and respondents’ attitudes toward a path to citizenship. This finding supports the notion that attitudes toward presidential power shape attitudes toward specific policies that presidents enact.

Figure 3 presents the predicted probability of supporting Obama’s immigration policy across the range of values for presidential approval (top) and attitudes toward executive power (bottom) for the immigration (left) and research on gun violence (right) executive actions. For the immigration executive action, moving from strongly disapproving to somewhat approving of the president, approximately a standard deviation below the mean to a standard deviation above the mean level of Obama approval, yields a .25 increase in the probability of supporting action to defer deportations for some illegal immigrants (95% CI: .12 to .37). Shown in the bottom left panel of figure 3, moving from somewhat approving to strongly disapproving of executive orders yields a .17 decrease in support of the executive action (95% CI: −.04 to −.30). The findings are substantively similar for the executive action calling for the CDC to study gun violence. Moving from strongly disapproving to somewhat approve of Obama increases support for the executive action by .25 (95% CI: .14 to .36) while the same change in views toward presidential power decreases support by .33 (95% CI: −.21 to −.43).

The results presented in this section demonstrate that the public’s general attitudes toward presidential power have important consequences for how they evaluate the policies presidents achieve through unilateral means. Not only do citizens have views toward executive power that are largely distinct from their evaluations of presidents themselves, but citizens also bring these attitudes to bear when evaluating the specific actions taken by presidents.

**DISCUSSION**

In this article, we have investigated the structure of the public’s attitudes toward unilateral presidential powers. Building on previous work that describes public opinion toward other political institutions, such as the Supreme Court (e.g., Caldeira and Gibson 1992) and Congress (e.g., Hibbing and Theiss-Morse 1996) but in contrast with a large literature on public approval of the president, we evaluate the public’s level of support for the presidency.

We generate several novel conclusions. First, while evaluations of the president are associated with greater support for the powers of the presidency, they are also structured by citizens’ commitment to core democratic values. Second, public support for direct unilateral power is low but substantially conditioned by context. For instance, support for unilateral action is approximately 20 percentage points higher under conditions of congressional gridlock and in matters of national security. Third, these attitudes have important consequences for how the public evaluates policies presidents pursue through the use of unilateral prerogatives.

These results have important implications for research on public opinion, the presidency, and democratic accountability. First, in contrast to what many public opinion scholars argue (Converse 1964; Zaller 1992), the public has well-defined views about presidential power that are not shaped strictly by partisanship or their evaluations of the president. Despite the influence of political elites over the mass public, citizens have deeply rooted attitudes about the presidency.

One important limitation is that our surveys are all conducted during the term of the Democratic president. We are left to speculate, for example, about how the relationship between context, ideology, and the rule of law might vary under a Republican president. While our study focuses on the Obama administration from 2013 to 2015, this period sees increasing levels of scrutiny and discussion in the public arena and provides a hard test of attitudes toward executive power as being distinct from partisanship or presidential approval. Yet we show that even as executive power crystalizes as a partisan issue, citizens bring distinct considerations to how presidents exercise power. Our findings complement those of Aberbach, Peterson, and Quirk (2007), which studies attitudes toward presidential power during the
George W. Bush presidency and finds that the public is skeptical of unilateral action but that the president’s copartisans are substantially more supportive compared with members of the opposite party.

At the same time, we provide empirical support for critics of presidentialism and those who worry about the potential for demagoguery. Citizens who approve of the president provide greater support for presidential power. The findings suggest that, despite a public hesitant to endorse unilateral powers, presidents with high approval ratings would have strong support from the public for the use of presidential power. This is precisely the concern that Linz (1990) expresses about presidential systems, in which presidents have incentives to translate popular support into unilateral power. In this vein, our results provide support for arguments advanced by Lowi (1986) and Neustadt (1990) about the expansion of presidential power during the Franklin Roosevelt administration. In national emergencies and in instances where Congress is loath to act, the public more strongly supports the concentration of power in the presidency.

Though we find that beliefs toward the rule of law endure in different contexts and even structure approval of policy outcomes, some of our analyses are based on relatively generic conceptions of unilateral powers. We prompt respondents by invoking matters of national security, but this is likely a weak approximation for a president pro-
posing a specific military intervention with or without the approval of Congress. Indeed, we encourage scholars to further consider the role of context when it comes to constraining (or not) unilateral powers of the presidency.

While we focused on beliefs in the rule of law, we do not rule out the possibility that other core values could also shape attitudes toward the presidency and other political institutions. For instance, the public’s views about the relative importance of state and local governance versus national governance could also shape their willingness to support powers exercised by national figures. Future research could do more to explore when and how other core values affect public opinion about political institutions.

These results also raise new questions about how public beliefs about unilateral power shape incentives for presidential action. For instance, how might public opinion about presidential action constrain or incentivize a president’s behavior? Additional research could study the trade-offs that presidents face in accomplishing their policy goals through unilateral action but at the risk of losing public support for the policy. Are similar relationships found when studying other tools of presidential power, such as vetoes? More foundationally, how do these attitudes shape the incentives for the configurations of actors in the separation of powers system? Finally, what do these attitudes reveal about citizens’ preferences for democratic processes and policy outcomes: might citizens have more favorable evaluations of policies obtained, for instance, through cooperation between Congress and the president as opposed to unilateral action by presidents? These are important questions for further research.
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